
How to Transport your Oztent RV Tent

About a decade ago, a trip to Snowys saw us leave with an Oztent RV3 Touring Tent which,
after many years of great trips, we think it’s the ‘ducks guts’ of tents. With the speediness of
set up, sizes to suit most needs and a host of accessories to add further functionality, the
Oztent RV Tents have it all. However, Oztent RVs can be a bit difficult to transport in a lot of
vehicles, so in this post, I’ve outlined my three top tips to transporting your Oztent RV Tent
by slinging it on the roof racks whilst still keeping it weather proof and secure without
damaging your tent or car!!
Something I have learnt over the years is that if you want something that’s going to last and
save you money in the long term, then you need to buy the best and the Oztent RV Tent
really applies to this philosophy. While it doesn’t take us exactly 30 seconds to set up ( in
reality it’s closer to five minutes), if you include taking the tent out of its bag, setting it up
and pegging it down, five minutes before you’re ready to have that first drink in your hand is
hard to beat.
Because I have spent a lot of money on my tent, I have tended to over-engineer in finding a
solution to each of these issues.

Spread the Load of the Oztent RV

The Oztent RV tent is long and thin which raises a couple of transport issues. Most vehicles
have 2 roof bars, meaning the whole weight of the tent is concentrated on a very small area
and considerable flexing can happen, especially on rough outback tracks. This can cause
wearing at these points and undue flexing can cause wearing or potential breaking of the
frame joints.
Solution:

I have constructed a timber plank the length (or almost) of the tent.

Glue on some high-density foam (the blue stuff – see Fig. 1) to provide some cushioning.

Attach the plank with the foam to the rack with some simple bolts and brackets (Fig. 2).

If you have a basket attached to your rack, it is easy to bolt this plank onto the top of the
rack or next to it if your rack is wide enough.

Attach the tent to the plank and rack with some wide elastic straps stretched over a strip
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of the high-density foam.

Your tent is now well supported along its length, cannot flex and the pressure of the
holding straps is spread out (Fig. 3).

Secure the Oztent RV
With the tent on your roof, it does leave the tent exposed to theft risk. However, the solution
outlined above on how to carry the Oztent RV on the roof can also provide a reasonable
degree of security so that you can leave your tent safely on the vehicle when shopping,
trying out another pie in another great country bakery or checking out the attractions in the
local area.To increase the security:

Add some locks to the plank mentioned above and secure the tent with some plastic tube
covered chain. You will need:

Four padlocks keyed alike. You can get packs of 4 keyed alike locks from hardware
stores

Some galvanised chain (2-3mm link diameter)

Some plastic tube large enough to slip over the chain.

Place the plank and tent on the roof rack.

Loop the chain around the roof bar on the far side of the plank and attach with a padlock
(Fig. 4).

Pull the chain firmly, but not tightly, over the tent and loop around the bar on the near side
of the tent, inside of the roof rack leg.

Use another padlock to lock into place.

Cut the chain to size, leaving a little bit of slack to allow for the plastic sleeve.

Repeat for the other roof bar.

Cut the plastic tube a little shorter than each chain so that at least one link is outside of
the tube to allow the padlock to go through and slip the tube over the chain (Fig. 5).

Cut a hole through the tube where the padlock needs to attach.

Repeat the process for the other roof bar.
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As most roof racks are attached to the vehicle with tamper proof bolts, the only way your
Oztent can now be removed is by either cutting the chain or completely removing the roof
rack. Both highly unlikely!

Weather Proof the Oztent RV

This material can be obtained from Clarks Rubber stores. All you need to do is make a bag
made of waterproof ripstop nylon that slips over the existing tent bag.Despite the best-laid
plans, wet weather is always a possibility. The Oztent RV comes in a durable bag, but I
always want an extra level of protection.

Just take the dimensions of your packaged Oztent to the store and they will help work
out how much material is required.

You will also need a length of sewable Velcro.

A sewing machine and the ability to use it are all that is required.

Sew a tube a little larger than the diameter of the tent bag and about 50cm longer than
the tent.

Sew in a circular base to this tube to enclose one end.

Make a cut along each side of the excess tube to make 2 flaps (Fig. 6).

The top one of these is folded down and tucked in under the tent.

The bottom flap has Velcro sewn along the edge so that it can be folded up and over the
top of the bag.

Mark where the other side of the Velcro needs to be and sew on (Fig. 7).

When travelling, place the Oztent in this bag and carry with the opening facing forward so
that the flap is not going to be forced open by the oncoming wind.
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So there you have it, if you follow these tips you’ll have a secure, well-supported and weather
protected Oztent RV tent!
Go out and enjoy your Oztent with peace of mind, or if you’ve been inspired to get
an Oztent of your very own, then have a look at the range that Snowys has on
offer for one that suits you and your gang!

https://www.snowys.com.au/blog/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/Figure-7.bmp
https://www.snowys.com.au/oztent-rv-tents

